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Ball State University is committed to and recognized for excellent
teaching. This is indeed our highest calling, and we have dedicated
ourselves as an academic community to student learning and to the
most effective teaching methods and technologies.
One of the most crucial elements of student learning is not pedagogy
or technology, as important as they are, but rather substance.
What is taught and learned is clearly at least as significant as the method
or process. Imparting a love of learning, inspiring the imagination,
and developing a capacity for independent thinking and judgment are as
important as the knowledge conveyed. For these reasons, discovery-the
pursuit of new knowledge, ideas, and ways of seeing the world-is an
integral element in teaching. Discovery (including traditional academic
research) is integral to the life of the mind, and those actively
engaged in the search are usually the most effective teachers, not just
for the knowledge they impart but for the extra dimensions that come
along with it-most importantly, perhaps, the excitement of the search itself.
The projects featured in this issue of g~~ focus on youth, but
they are also excellent examples of the integration of discovery into
teaching and learning. Ball State prides itself on the many opportunities
it offers for undergraduate as well as graduate students to work
side-by-side with faculty members in research and also on the extent to
which intellectual curiosity and discovery permeate everything we do.
As the new president of Ball State, I am immensely proud of these
accomplishments, which reflect both our growing capacity for educating
future leaders and for generating new knowledge.

Blaine A. Brownell
President and
Professor of History and Urban Planning

g~~, meaning literally "great deeds," recognizes the scholarly and
creative activities of Ball State University faculty who receive support
from external sponsors.
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The rooms where the children meet are cavernous. Those spaces-the
offices, ballrooms, and halls in the six-story massive structure-were once
filled with hundreds of members of the Society of Freemasons. Thanks to
Beth Turcotte, those empty rooms are beginning to reverberate with
children's songs, dance steps, puppet shows, and theatre performances.
They are aglow with paint brush strokes and plaster of paris treasures.

An actress, musician, dancer, director, and teacher in the
Department of Theatre and Dance since 1982, Turcotte's enthusiasm
cannot be contained within the walls of the university, as rewarding as her
work in Ball State's theatre productions might be. Her considerable
energies and talents are also directed toward her neighbors. "When you
settle into a place, where you live is no longer just a house, and your
job is no longer merely a place to practice your profession," Turcotte
says. "This becomes your home."
Recognizing that the Muncie community did not have "any
programs for children who couldn't afford private dance or piano lessons,"
Turcotte started 40 1(K)ids in 1998, a program that awarded scholarships
for private lessons. Soon, another initiative, Instruments in the Attic,
allowed people to put their old clarinets and tubas back into service by
donating them to the students.
Next, Turcotte spearheaded a plan for children who lacked
cultural outlets. With help from the Terhune family (the McDonald's
franchisee in Muncie) and after consulting with principals at local
elementary schools, she proposed McDonald's Conley's Kids After-School
Arts Adventure Program. The program name also honors longtime local
leader and activist Vivian Conley. With funding from the Ball Brothers
Foundation, the Community Foundation of Muncie-Delaware County,
Beth Turcotte

and the Muncie Indiana Transit System, Turcotte and "a magic principal
named Cassandra Jackson, who had been a dancer," set up the program of
theatre, dance, music, and visual arts lessons and projects for a hundred
Longfellow Elementary School students. Student volunteers from
Ball State's Teachers College helped monitor activities, including visits
from university music groups and presentations at the Muncie Children's
Museum. Muncie Indiana Transit System delivered the children to their
homes at the end of the day.
The program was progressing well enough, but a meeting
Turcotte attended about the fate of the Masonic Temple, a downtown
Muncie landmark built in 1927, changed everything. Turcotte was offered
the chance to schedule some of her programs there, but she recognized an
even greater potential in the structure. It could become a civic arts
center. Two weeks after the meeting, a board was set up to form the
Muncie Center for the Arts.
"Conley's Kids, which enabled us to connect university and
community with the Muncie schools," she says, "was a springboard for
the arts center." With assistance from the Lilly Endowment and private
contributions, she has turned the Masonic Temple's second and
"second-and-a-half" mezzanine floors into a true arts adventure
center. Children are there in the afternoons painting, making masks,
singing, doing puppet shows, and dancing in a series of refurbished
rooms.
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In the future, Turcotte says the programs will not be limited to
youth, but will also connect to the spirit of youth. Already programs
have been expanded to include students of middle-school age and those at
the Youth Opportunity Center. Lessons and workshops for adults are next,
including intergenerational arts activities.
"When we were growing up, almost everybody colored or drew,
sang or danced," she says. "But then life got complicated and expensive.
The center will bring people back to the arts, because the arts represent
who we are at our best-our creative abilities and communicative powers.
The arts give us a sense of self, of belonging, and of accomplishment."
Those are the kinds of things a community should want for
its children, Turcotte thinks. "I believe very strongly that if we
experience such things in the arts, it transfers over into other areas
of our lives that may not be so positive," she asserts. "It creates a
wholeness within us. And when people feel whole, they are not so
much subject to the negative things around them."

It is a slow process to make the world a better place, but
Turcotte thinks she is up to the challenge offered by the programs that
are taking place in the Muncie Center for the Arts for as long as she
can provide the leadership the program needs. She knows there are plenty
more people, young and young-at-heart, in the Muncie community who
will fill some of the center's empty spaces. "I hope this place is a heart
beat or a magnet for other things that are going on," she says, "and
that it is alive at all hours of the day with workshops and songs for
kids and adults."
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The Underground Railroad was not underground, nor was it a railroad.
Maria Williams-Hawkins, professor in the Department of
Telecommunications, heard these facts again and again as she interviewed
middle and high school students who were hoping to be admitted to a
spring break trip along the historic slave escape route.
"I heard that speech so many times I memorized it,"
Williams-Hawkins says. Through a videotaped essay, a report on their
academic standing, and recommendations from teachers, the young people
competed against other students citywide for a seat in the van. They needed
to show that they had investigated and learned something about the
Underground Railroad. Information on the railroad route is difficult
to find in schools without internet access, so many students had limited
opportunities to investigate the topic. The students chosen for the
project showed that they were inquisitive enough to find more
information than an encyclopedia included. That propensity for "digging"
would serve them well, as the group would later unearth knowledge
unavailable to the Underground Railroad National Archives.
Williams-Hawkins and her husband, Darryal, became interested
in the series of historical sites on a family trip to Ontario, where she
saw a sign announcing the railroad's termination point. "I never
realized there was an end to it," she says. Most importantly, she also
realized her own young son did not mind learning-was naturally
fascinated with history-while standing on historical ground. So, rather

Maria Williams-Hawkins
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than pursuing a scholarly investigation to report in academic journals,
Williams-Hawkins involved the young in an educational, life-altering
research endeavor.
Williams-Hawkins and Beth Quarles, her research partner from the
Muncie Urban Enterprise Association, mapped a week-long excursion along
hundreds of miles of the route. Recognizing a project "made" for video,
and aware of the enthusiasm that shooting video generates in the young,
they knew that filming their travels and including interviews with local
historians would make for success. The completed video could be used
as a learning tool in schools all over Indiana, as a resource along the
Underground Railroad route itself, and as a reference in libraries and schools.
With funding from the Urban Enterprise Association, WIPB-TV,
and the Community Foundation of Muncie-Delaware County,
Williams-Hawkins took her groups to visit sites between southern Indiana
and Ontario, Canada, including West Virginia, Pennsylvania, Maryland,
Washington, D.C., Massachusetts, and New York. As the van of teenagers
journeyed from stop to stop along the trail, Williams-Hawkins and her
charges learned the same lesson the first travelers of the route did. People
are willing to help. "Doors just opened," she remembers. "We went places
where we didn't know anyone and had few leads, but we always found
someone who had interesting stories to tell."
Descendants of those who ran the railroad brought home one
of the most important messages of the trip, Williams-Hawkins says.
"The main thing we learned is that the Abolitionist movement was not just
an African American endeavor," she says. "People from a number of ethnic
groups united to help slaves escape. It was more than African Americans
wanting to help slaves escape. Quakers and the Baptists extended a helping
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hand, as well. That was so easily learned by listening to their descendantsand learned much more effectively than if we had given lectures on the topic."
Williams-Hawkins believes the young people acquired much
more than facts about the Underground Railroad, or the satisfaction of
completing a successful "product." They received a primer on the history
of race relations. "The kids who took this trip had the chance to
understand relationships and the interaction between cultures and races
in a different time period," she says. "They learned how people can live
together and that few good things take place in life when anyone group
suffers. The best things happen when people come together."
The young people brought together for this trip had the
opportunity to learn some important lessons. Williams-Hawkins knew
that students would not remember all the speeches the park rangers gave.
They might not remember the Taylor family who shared the secrets of
slavery in upstate New York or Mamie Sweeting Diggs, who recounted her
own family history and how she helped the state of Pennsylvania improve
its historical records on slavery.
The children would remember what they feel. "Feelings about
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this trip will last longer than the information they learned. Their feelings
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will make them return to some of the sites and possibly continue to
study the Underground Railroad. If I am lucky, they will teach their
children. One day, they might take another group of children on a
similar journey. If they remember their feelings about this trip, they
will come back to get the facts."
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"By the time I get students in class, many have already decided
that they don't like poetry because 'it's boring, it's useless,'" says
Rai Peterson, professor in the Department of English. Peterson decided
to try to change such thinking by offering students another kind of

experience early on-something playful, but valuable. She wondered,
"What about teaching poetry to kids in elementary school? What about
having my students actually go into the schools and not only discuss
poetry, but also encourage children to craft their own poems?"
In a program designed for elementary school children, Peterson
has been challenging young minds to look at poetry differently and to
recognize it as a "legitimate form of discourse." Poetry Goes to School,
a project funded by the Indiana Humanities Council, is directed by
Peterson and features Ball State students serving as project presenters.
Peterson visits area schools with a straightforward objective: "We want
the children to understand that poetry is a very real way of
communicating; it's not just some ornamental use oflanguage."
Peterson, who grew up in rural Iowa, remembers having only
two books in her home as a young child. One of them, The Mother's

Encyclopedia, had her convinced she still had whooping cough and cradle
cap at age thirteen, she jokingly recollects. The roots of her passion
for poetry could have begun, however, as a second-grader. "I had an
assignment to write about my dog, and I went on for pages and pages
in rhyme," says Peterson about her trite way of writing. "After reading
Rai Peterson
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what I had written, the teacher hugged me, and I thought, 'Hmmm ...
I did something right ... and it was fun!'"
She remains convinced that when children read and write poetry
they begin to find literacy exciting, and they gain self-confidence as
creative individuals. She finds the teaching principles of poet Kenneth
Koch, as presented in his book Rose, Where'd You Get that Red?: On Teaching

Great Poetry to Children, particularly appealing. Koch sets a model for
teaching young children complex poems intended for a much older
audience. Instead of asking the students to do a line by line explication
of a poem, he simply attempts to have children understand the
rhetorical context; he calls it the "poetry idea," explains Peterson.
Poetry Goes to School is patterned after Koch's method.
Her program has two underlying goals. First and foremost, the
children should have fun. Second, no child should feel frustrated or
inadequate in his or her poetry experience. Reading and writing poetry
should elicit positive experiences, and the project's presenters strive
for this by providing "unconditionally positive reinforcement for the
, children's spoken ideas and attempts at writing poems of their own,"
stresses Peterson.
Emphasizing that there are no right or wrong answers, the
children are encouraged to share their feelings about presented poems.
"We ask them what they think," says Peterson. "They read a poem and
then talk about why the poet wrote it. They don't talk about what it
says or how it's said or what imagery it uses or whether it rhymes
or anything like that." The poems serve strictly as models for the
students. Peterson says they don't dwell on the poems for too long,
either; instead, children begin writing their own poems based on the
ideas brought to life by the models.
Carl Sandburg once described poetry as a "synthesis of
hyacinths and biscuits." Students in Peterson's program have expanded
on that to include alligators, trucks, witches, and Dalmatians.
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For third-graders from Saint Lawrence School in Muncie, the
results are original poems about trips to the "grosery" store, favorite
cars, what it would be like to live underwater, and grandma's house.

experience can quickly turn into a frustrating one-both for the students
and the teacher."
Peterson has trained twenty-eight Ball State student presenters

"By working with children as they gain introductory literacy skills, we

since 1994. She has volunteered as a presenter and supervisor of

help them become lifelong poetry readers and writers," says Peterson.

students, of honors college fellows, and of other volunteers in the

Their work, along with that of other area children in the Poetry Goes to

program in Cowan, Indianapolis, Lapel, Muncie, and Pendleton.

School program, has been exhibited on the Ball State campus and in a

Striving for diversity when selecting college students for the project,

local shopping mall. The newest medium for presenting the poems is

she actively recruits presenters from a wide range of academic disciplines.

electronic. Through the leadership of colleague Carole Clark Papper from

"I don't want to limit Poetry Goes to School to English or elementary

the Department of English and with support from Indiana Campus

education majors," she says.

Compact, the children's poetry will be migrating to the web for all

Peterson is hopeful yet realistic in her ultimate expectations
of the project. She knows most students will not go on to be the next

the world to see and enjoy.
The project also aims to help teachers integrate poetry reading

William Shakespeare or Emily Dickinson. However she trusts that when

and writing comfortably and confidently into their curricula, asserts

these children, now six- and seven-year-olds, are exposed to poetry

Peterson. Many teachers, she explains, fear teaching poetry even though

in high school or college, they will reflect back on their early

they may personally enjoy it. "It's not easy to just 'spring' a poem on a

experiences with enthusiasm. Although they may not admit it publicly,

class-a piece students have never heard before-and expect them to gain

perhaps they will remember that "poetry professor" and her students from

the same kind of insight and understanding that you have had years to

Ball State and think to themselves, "This whole poetry thing is actually

think about and articulate." She adds, "What was meant to be a fun

kind of cool."
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Teamwork, problem solving, and decision making-these skills are as
important as any technical ones for astronauts past, present, and
future. Although the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) is fully aware of that need for its astronauts, the federal
agency also recognizes an opportunity to capture the imagination of
youngsters who are enthusiastic about space and to direct their energies
to practicing those all-important skills. However, NASA needs the
expertise of people who understand and work with those young minds to
make it happen. The Indiana Space Grant Consortium, a NASA-supported
alliance, which includes Ball State University and nine other academic
institutions in the state, exists to broaden the knowledge of students
and enable them to learn how to "put it all together."
Teachers are being challenged to find new, and perhaps more
importantly, enjoyable ways to prepare young minds for collective
approaches to learning. One of them, Tamara Goller, a seventh- and
eighth-grade science and math teacher at Burris Laboratory School, is
encouraging her students to reach for the stars ... by going to the
moon. Goller's students experience first-hand what it's like to complete
a space mission during a nine- or twelve-week astronaut training
enrichment course funded by the Indiana Space Grant Consortium.

Tamara Goller
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Using space exploration as the foundation for what Goller calls a "truly
positive learning experience," students incorporate math, science, and
technology when questioning, understanding, and ultimately experiencing
(through a dramatically simulated space flight) the "final frontier."
"The kids are curious about what's out there," she says of her
students' interest in outer space. "What the students learn more than
anything else, however, is that astronauts need to work together to
accomplish tasks, to survive. When students see scientists strugglingreally questioning and disagreeing, but still working as a team, such
as in the movie Apollo 13-suddenly something clicks. The kids can
actually relate to them," attests Goller. Realistically re-enacting such
situations is vital for students, she says. "Otherwise," she continues,
"it just doesn't have the same impact."
Simulations emphasize learning by doing, explains Goller as she
thumbs through countless photographs of wide-eyed middle schoolers
concentrating at computers and working with realistic life support and
navigation stations. The images document her students' activities at the
Brownsburg Challenger Learning Center in Brownsburg, Indiana.
"The students take the simulations very seriously, to them it might as
well be the real thing."
The Brownsburg Challenger Learning Center does in fact look
like the "real thing"-the first Indiana Challenger Learning Center is one
of a growing number of centers in the United States, Canada, and the
United Kingdom built, in part, as a tribute to members of the Challenger
crew who died in 1986, before most of the center's current participants
were even born. Family members of the Challenger's crew created the
Challenger Center for Space Science Education, based in Washington D.C.,
to provide programs, materials, support, and guidance for each
Challenger Center.
Burris students at the Brownsburg center are assigned to one of
eight teams: communication, navigation, probe, remote, isolation, life
support, data, or medical. Team assignments are based on applications
that the students fill out, complete with references and work history
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(which, according to Goller, may include "babysitting and emptying the

details each team's vital role in the mission. The students work

dishwasher or taking out the trash" as past employment experience).

collaboratively in preparing video and sound equipment, the interviewer

Though each team has a distinct purpose, students quickly realize the

panel, press preparation sheets, invitations, and costume, set, and art designs.

necessity of all teams working as one. "It's a total collaborative

Since 1996, approximately one hundred Burris students have

effort," she emphasizes, as if preparing a new crew member for flight.

participated in astronaut training directed by Goller. Colleagues Sandy

"It teaches them that they have to-they absolutely have to-cooperate."

Canter, Bob McLaren, Pam Morgan, Nancy Watson, and Becky Zepick

Part of what makes astronaut training so successful is that

have aided her in the program's unique space science research efforts.

students are doing what they enjoy and what they feel confident doing,

Goller believes the entire experience does much more than teach kids about

asserts Goller. For example, someone whose verbal skills far outweigh

space. It prepares students for high school, college, and ultimately, their

math abilities may work in communication, maintaining the voice link

future careers. Indeed, for Goller's students, the sky's the limit-or is it?

between mission control and the space station. On the other hand,
, someone interested in science might join the medical team and test the
crew's reaction to the effects of gravity or the isolation team that
will use a robot to handle hazardous chemicals. Interestingly, students
who might not otherwise excel in the traditional classroom setting seem
to respond positively to the center's hands-on approach, says Goller.
Plus, it is challenging enough that the gifted students are anything but
bored. "The program is unique in its ability to reach a range of
students. They all quickly realize they need to figure out problems on
their own. It's up to them to make things happen," she says, "and they do,"
Following the Brownsburg visit and a mission debriefing session,
students invite the press, parents, administrators, and other students
to a press conference that is run entirely by the students and that
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"I wasn't doing enough," confesses Marilyn Buck, faculty member in the
School of Physical Education, of her years teaching middle school
students. She loved her job-teaching physical education and coaching.
However, she finally realized that being in the secondary classroom
" ... wasn't accomplishing all that I had wanted it to. I decided I could
best help kids indirectly by helping their teachers be better teachers."
This change in direction brought Buck to Ball State University
Indeed, Buck's applied scholarship in the university classroom
has an impact extending beyond the confines of a gym or a class period.
With her expertise in curriculum development and through funding from
the Indiana Space Grant Consortium's NASA Space Grants program, she and
Jerre McManama, her colleague in the School of Physical Education, have
guided Ball State physical education teaching majors to develop their
own innovative learning modules for elementary school children. Buck and
McManama team teach a course entitled Methods and Materials for Physical
Education in the Secondary Schools. The students spend nearly a month of
the semester-long course researching, developing, and writing curricula

Marilyn Buck

with an emphasis on interdisciplinary team teaching. "It encourages
them to think quite differently," stresses Buck.
"Typically, our students are programmed to think within a
traditional rule-oriented, right-or-wrong framework," notes Buck, and

Jerre McManama
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her students excel at the strategic fundamentals of sports and games
grounded in rules and boundaries. "However, one of the biggest
challenges I have is

to

get the students

to

think creatively. It just

goes against the way professionals in our field have been trained.
It's not natural for the students."
The development of the learning module Space Shuttle
Adventure came about because Buck and McManama motivated their
students

to

think "outside of the box." McManama defined the space

travel concept, which is the theme for the latest project field-tested at
Burris Laboratory School. "Outer space is an unknown; it's like the
sea-we have so much still

to

discover about it," says McManama.

"Space travel lends itself to interesting possibilities when teaching students
interdisciplinary concepts. It also supports the philosophy that there
is not always one way to solve a problem. Sometimes the lesson

to

be

learned is in approaching a concept in a new and interesting way."
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the activities (funded through the NASA Space Grants) are distributed
by US-Games. Proceeds enable the development of other thematic units.
Those themes have reflected such diverse topics as time travel, the
human heart, rain forest exploration, video arcades, the Wizard of Oz,
and a firefighting academy.
With no limit to their ideas and creativity, Professors Buck and
McManama themselves are perhaps the best lesson for their students who
are learning how to approach their own future students
"We work well together because we're different," McManama
says matter-of-factly. "Marilyn really thinks things through-from all
possible angles; she's the analytical thinker. I, on the other hand, say
what I feel . .. I'm more spontaneous, creative. I guess you could say
we're an actual example of the team-teaching approach we teach. It
works for us."
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Six Indiana high school students stood before Governor Frank O'Bannon,
John Mordridge, the Chairman of the Board of Cisco Corporation, and
a crowd of information technology professionals at a high-profile media
event celebrating a highly successful educational venture. When the
students described their experiences "going online," what they said had
nothing to do with chat rooms, e-mail, or fan websites for the latest pop
music bands. Instead, they spoke of how a particular technology-based
program had helped them stay in school, consider a college education,
and turn toward a possible career.
One girl, the only female in the "techie" class, reported
receiving the highest grade. "She got a standing ovation," remembers
Ronald Kovac, associate professor in the Center for Information and
Communication Sciences and head of Cisco's Networking Academy Program
in the state. "The students spoke from the heart without prepared speeches.
Two of them said this program was the only thing keeping them in school."
Cisco's program is a comprehensive, four-semester course of study
exploring the principles and practice of designing, building, and maintaining
computer networks capable of supporting national and global organizations
over the internet. The curriculum is localized to the individual needs of high
schools and colleges and features project-driven training in high-demand
job skills. The web-based program uses self-directed learning complete

Ronald Kovac

with what Kovac calls "all the bells and whistles"-video clips, images,
and sounds.
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It was the nature of the curriculum that convinced Kovac
and Robert Yadon, a faculty colleague in the Center for Information
and Communication Sciences, that Ball State should become Indiana's
training center. They knew that their expertise and Cisco's program
would succeed in the particularly tricky task of teaching highly technical
information to the MTV generation (both students and teachers). Part
of the secret of their success is the way in which the information is
delivered. "It depends on 'edu-tainment'-teaching complex subjects
in a way that's enjoyable, such as through animation or sound clips,"
Kovac explains.
Most importantly, students learn through doing, not listening.
Students pace themselves through the information and take mastery tests
to make sure they understand what they have covered. The curriculum

uses real-life cases instead of lectures as exam material. That method of
instruction is only half of what Kovac says he must pass on to his
regional academy teachers. "I have to train people in the new way of
education. You don't memorize the material; you apply it," says Kovac,
who himself was trained years ago through vendor seminars, which
included lectures, view charts, and not a single "bell or whistle."
The educational system set up and funded by Cisco resembles
a network diagram that the program's students might design. The
corporation acts as a server, dispensing information to training centers
or area academies, such as Ball State's. The information is then shared

with representatives from regional academies-schools like Vincennes or

Ivy Tech-who pass along the knowledge

to local high school teachers.

These teachers then instruct their high school junior and senior
technology classes in the curriculum.
Cisco Systems began its training program to solve the problem
of not having enough well-trained people to support the exhaustive growth
the information industry has seen. The field could grow considerably
faster if there were more professionals to hire. "I see it all the time with
our students from the Center for Information and Communication
Sciences," Kovac says. "For every graduate we have, there are two or
three jobs available."
The industry need is being squarely addressed through the
Networking Academy Program, as Cisco now has nearly three thousand
programs in all fifty states, the District of Columbia, and fifty countries.
The students who graduate from the program go on to more advanced
training such as undergraduate electrical engineering degrees or master's
programs like Ball State's Center for Information and Communication
Sciences. Some may decide to put their skills to immediate use in the
marketplace, but Kovac asserts that the point of the initiative is to
create early interest in technology that leads to further training, as it
did for the six students who spoke at the governor's event.
"Of those six, five are now college-bound. Beforehand, three of
those five students said they didn't see a reason to go to college," he says.
"Now that they've seen what is possible for them, they want more education."
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Nancy Carlson has a vivid memory of joyful childhood afternoons spent
lying in her family's rye patch, watching the clouds roll by. Today the
professor in the Department of Telecommunications thinks it is unlikely
her students could relate to her experience. "I teach a lot of students who
have spent their nineteen years in front of a television screen or video
monitor," she says. "Fond memories of the outdoors are rare."
If the population slowly disconnects from the natural environment,
in the future who will understand the environment's worth well enough to
protect and nurture it? That possibility concerns the Indiana Department of
Natural Resources, the agency that maintains the state's parks and recreational
facilities. The public's increasing inability to relate to the outdoors also worries
Donald Van Meter, associate dean of the College of Sciences and Humanities
and professor in the Department of Natural Resources and Environmental
Management. Once the instructor of a class on conservation education,
Van Meter took his students to the set of a Department of Natural Resources
television show that was filmed entirely indoors. The program was eventually
canceled, but Van Meter was convinced that such a broadcast could have a
role in helping Hoosiers understand the importance of natural resources in
their lives. He believed that Ball State would be a "natural" for producing
an environmental education program.
Enter the Carlson-Van Meter team, who, together with WIPB-TV
and through support from the Department of Natural Resources, created

Indiana Outdoors, a television program about the state's parks and
Nancy Carlson

natural resources. The production of Indiana Outdoors was itself an

Donald van Meter
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educational project, the result of a team-taught course called Green TV
The class comprised twenty students, drawn from each of the professors'
departments, and the result of the course was a half-hour pilot episode
of the program.
Van Meter taught the class to observe scientific facts and to
interpret them, while Carlson led the class through the process of
storytelling through video. Both professors took the students to the
field in small groups to gather their visual material. They tracked
through mud along the Blue River for stories on the last otter release
in the state and through snow at Pokagon State Park for winter outdoor
activities. They recorded the deafening squawks of eleven thousand
sandhill cranes resting at the Jasper Pulaski Fish and Wildlife Area on
their migration south. They took a group of fourth graders maple
sugaring near Peru, Indiana. They tested the skills of scent dogs at
Ball State's Hults Environmental Learning Center in Albany.
They went outside.
"We suspected that some of our own students had not spent
much time outdoors or had much experience in the state park system,"
Carlson says. "If we did nothing else in the project, we got twenty
Ball State students outdoors and away from video games and other
sedentary sports they'd been accustomed to."
The project had even further implications for the students,
however, according to Carlson. Green TV connected the students from
the two departments to one another, enabling broadcast students

to

report

on science and science students to communicate through the media.
The uneasy relationship between science and journalism often keeps
scientific stories from mainstream national media-and Americans from
understanding basic scientific concepts.
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"Scientists widely agree that they don't communicate their
research messages well to the public," Carlson says. "Journalists, on
the other hand, are quick to admit they sometimes avoid science stories
because they don't understand the science. Bringing these two groups
together forces each of them to do what they are rarely asked to do and,
therefore, do not understand."

Indiana Outdoors, as a public television staple, will train
generations of students to communicate important scientific information
to the public. As more science documentaries show up during the twenty
hours of television that the average American child watches every week,
the Green TV group hopes interest in the outdoors will rise. "Everyone
can participate in some kind of outdoor recreation," says Van Meter, who
is a personal fan of horseback riding and gardening. "Whether it be
picnicking, walking for pleasure, or hiking."
The newly funded Virginia B. Ball Center for Creative Inquiry
will provide the platform for this activity and will support the production
of thirteen new episodes of Indiana Outdoors. Carlson is a Fellow of the
Center for the fall semester 2000 and will lead fifteen students in
interdisciplinary projects creating the programs.
Cycling, fishing, snowmobiling-these are the activities
Van Meter and Carlson want Hoosiers to know are available to them.
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Researcher of the Year Donald F. Kuratko is the embodiment of
the discipline he teaches-entrepreneurship. He displays the same
imagination, initiative, and energy that he fosters in his students.
A consummate teacher, Kuratko is acknowledged to be among
the university's best since his arrival at Ball Sate University in 1983.
His teaching awards run the gamut from the Jeff and Teri Stoops
Distinguished Professorship of Business to the College of Business
Dean's Teaching Award (for fourteen consecutive years since 1987)
to being named the National Entrepreneurship Educator of the Year
by the United States Association for Small Business and Entrepreneurship.
Kuratko's influence upon those beyond Ball State's borders is
equally evident. The Midwest Entrepreneurial Educational Center, an
outreach facility to the community (and beyond) founded by Kuratko
in 1994, includes not only the graduate and undergraduate programs in
entrepreneurship, but also initiatives extending to youth, motherdaughter teams, executives-any number of individuals seeking
entrepreneurial guidance. "Of national significance" is a phrase often
associated with the center. In May 2000, the center was named NASDAQ's
Center of Entrepreneurial Excellence, an honor recognizing its "enormous

Donald F. Kuratko
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contributions in advancing entrepreneurship as the force in economic
growth throughout the world." In addition, based on a poll of more than
three hundred deans and faculty members of top accredited business
programs across the country,

us. News and World Report rated the program

fourth in the nation for entrepreneurship in its annual ranking of
business schools for the year 2000.
What may not be so widely known, however, is his role as a
scholar. Kuratko focuses his research on the entrepreneurial goals and
motivations of small businesses and how the entrepreneurial perspective
sustains those businesses over time. Larger companies come under his
scrutiny, as well. Entrepreneurial activity inside corporations provides,
according to Kuratko, "a higher level of strategic thinking throughout
all levels of the company organization."
Kuratko's prodigious scholarly output includes more than 140
published articles (including "Corporate Entrepreneurship: Emerging
Theories for the New Millennium," and "Quality Practices in Small
Firms: A View From the MBQA Framework"); 67 proceedings papers
for which he has received four Best Paper awards; 9 textbooks, including

Entrepreneurship: A Contemporary Approach, the leading text in the United
States adopted by institutions such as Stanford University and the
University of Michigan, as well as international universities.
How does Kuratko assess the role of research in his career and
field? "It's about academic respect. If you believe in what you are doing,
and if you validate it with research, publications, and presentations, then
others may be inclined to say, 'Amazing! It is true. ' I want my research to
have impact and to change lives."
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Red or blue? What color pen should a teacher use when grading
students' papers? Does it really matter? According to Cynthia Johanek's
study involving her students, it does. The students prefer red ink, not
because the ink highlights negative comments, but because it is easier
to read on the black and white copy. How does the color of the pen

While pursuing graduate studies in the Department of English,

relate to the Distinguished Dissertation of the Year? Johanek's work

Johanek taught courses in composition and served as director of the

focuses on the role of context in research in composition and rhetoric.

Writing Center, a resource center that offers Ball State students

According to Johanek, there is a need to "find more

tutorial assistance in writing for courses in the University Core

sophisticated methods for conducting research to better understand the

Curriculum. There Johanek applied her expertise to the process of

teaching of writing. Students need to feel confident when they write by

inquiry and its relationship to teaching. Her mentoring methods

having a means of making better decisions in terms of the context they

encouraged her undergraduate interns in their own active learning and

use." Johanek's dissertation, A Contextualist Research Paradigm for Rhetoric

inquiry, which led them to present at professional conferences. Those

and Composition, offers a matrix that teachers of writing can use

former students now post Johanek's matrix in their classrooms and offices

to select

quantitative or qualitative research methods, depending on the context.

to maintain focus while carrying out their writing and research efforts.

Johanek's paradigm speaks to an unresolved nineteenth-century

"There are many ways to write and evaluate the written word,

debate "Is rhetoric an art or a science?" and to current controversies

and some flexibility can be used to maximize the creativity that lies within

involving methodological choices. Johanek's matrix creates a construct

each writer," Johanek explains. Further, she offers the challenge, through

for rhetorical issues and research issues in order to develop a "user

the contextualist approach, to become better readers of the current research

friendly" approach to conducting and writing about research. Types of

and "to conduct not only the research we like, but also the research we and

writing, based upon social, personal, or factual scenarios, intersect

our students need."

with their question, purpose, methods, and publication. Johanek's
efforts contribute not only to the theoretical body of work in her
field, but to the practical significance, as well.
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